CHAMBOLLE MUSIGNY
2010 Vintage
« The nose is very aromatic and the mouth is in the same vein,
combining smoothness and volume. »
Grandes Réussites LARVF_552_jun_2011
« Fragrant, powdery - good village definition in these wines! Quite
severe acidity at the moment. Needs quite a bit of time. Bit brutal
on the palate at the moment." Score 16 »
Jancis Robinson - Feb 2012
« An expressive and again, liqueur-like nose of black cherry and cassis aromas leads to rich, suave and supple flavors that
are shaped by relatively fine tannins and a clean and dry finish of acceptable complexity and fine length. This is a bit
more interesting than the prior two wines. 2015+. Score 86-89 » Burghound - April 2012

2008 Vintage
«Very vinous Chambolle, complex, spicy, masculine tannins, nice mouthfeel, recommended to wine lovers looking for
wines of this character. Score: 16»
Le Guide des Vins de France - Bettane & Desseauve 2011

2005 Vintage
« Rich and also delicious, this is true Chambolle. The wine revels in its rich, ripe, soft fruits, its flavors of wild
strawberries and plum jelly. Of course, there are tannins, a core of dryness, but the exuberant fruit dominates this already
delicious wine. »
WINE ENTHUSIAST - December 2008
« Stylistically, this is similar to the Volnay though the fruit is slightly more elegant and airier with ripe middle weight
flavors supported by firm tannins and the same slightly tough finish though here there is better overall integration of the
structure, which at least gives this a chance of eventually harmonizing in time. »
BURGHOUND.COM - October 2007

2003 Vintage
« In keeping with the modern, polished style that Chanson seems to have adapted, this is a ripe, new wood-flavored
wine. But it doesn’t lose the essential Charm of Chambolle-Musigny, incorporating the firm tannins into a more sensuous
web of fresh fruit. »
WINE ENTHUSIAST - March 2007
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